tough enough to keep cool...
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Aluminum Radiator manufacturing plant

Copper Radiator manufacturing plant
SABAH RADIATOR INDUSTRIES – the first ‘Complete Radiator’ manufacturing unit in the Middle East – was established in the year 1996 with its modern factory located in Sharjah. Within a short span of time, Sabah Radiators started catering to the Automotive sector - passenger cars, commercial vehicles or heavy trucks, power generators, marine applications as well as heavy duty earth moving machinery.

Keeping inline with the market demand, Sabah Radiator established its second factory exclusively for manufacturing aluminium radiators in 2008. From an employee strength of 40 people when the company was formed, today the company employees more than 300 people.
Mission and Vision

Sabah Radiator Industries is committed to ensure cooling solutions for a wide range of applications such as automotive, industrial and marine equipment with a product that stands out in both performance as well as quality leading to customer satisfaction, using the best material sourced from reputed manufacturers in the production of these radiators.
Developed to assure excellence in radiator technology, Sabah Radiators is an ISO certified radiator manufacturing company and over the last several years have created an excellent rapport with a diverse clientele which includes radiators for automotive applications, radiator cores, heavy equipment machinery, power generators and marine radiators.

Quality is intricate in the work ethic of Sabah Radiators- right from sourcing the best raw materials to assembling them, testing and finally delivering them, a stringent quality control process is in motion at the company. The raw materials are only sourced from reputed manufacturers in India, Germany, UK, UAE and Taiwan after conducting a series of audits to check on the supplier’s reliability and adherence to quality.

Durable and high performers, Sabah Radiators wide product range has been tried and tested for the hot and humid conditions of the middle east and has been proved to be excellent performers. It is this stamp of quality that has fetched the company export orders from diverse parts of the world.
Sabah radiator industries, uses state of the art machinery for its production purposes. Having imported the best machinery from Germany, UK, Taiwan and India, Sabah Radiators plants in the UAE boast western standards and enables high precision results.

There are several fin rolling machinery that have been imported from Germany with adjustable rollers for catering to several specifications as per customer requirement. In the aluminium radiator manufacturing unit, tubes are drawn on a ‘B-Type’ tube drawing machine, which has made Sabah radiators product unique when compared to other manufacturers in the region.

Sabah Radiator was the first manufacturing unit to install and use a complete tank forming machine at its copper-brass radiator manufacturing unit. This gave Sabah a competitive advantage of developing tanks for any new development models that came in the market.

Sabah radiators also has a top of the range brazing furnace with a dry fluxing unit which can braze aluminium cores for passenger vehicles as well as cores for truck ranges and charger air coolers.

Testing of complete radiators is of top priority at Sabah radiator in.
Sabah Radiator industries manufacture several models of radiators for a wide range of vehicles of Japanese, American, European and Indian origin in passenger cars segment as well as commercial trucks and heavy machinery. In addition to this, Sabah radiators also manufacture heavy duty cores for the generator industry and marine industry.
Market

Serving the world from its hub in the UAE, Sabah Radiators products are exported to more than 45 countries, including most countries in the African continent, Middle East, South Asia, USA, Europe, UK and Australia.

Sabah Radiators supplies its products under their own brand name, ‘SABAH’ and ‘COOLEX’ as well as in the customers’ own brand name. With a product range of more than 2000 models in our catalogue, Sabah radiators takes a keen interest in developing new models as well as models given by customer specifications. Most of the customer includes, reputed automobile parts distributors, wholesalers, reputed retailers and hypermarkets, multi store owners, industrial houses, and replacement parts business outlets.
SABAH RADIATORS is a part of SABAH GROUP, with diversified interests in Commercial as well as various engineering Fields.

Flagship division – Sabah Stores – was established in 1974 which eventually branched out as 9 companies by 2007.

(www.sabahgroup.com)

Sabah Stores
Trading and distribution of electronic appliances

Wardat Al Sabah
Trading and distribution of electronic appliances

Sabah Exchange
Foreign currency exchange and remittance services

Sabah Metals
Engineering construction and steel fabrication

Sabah Tech Heavy Equipment
Trading and distribution of spare parts for earth moving machinery

Sabah Tech Automobile Battery
Trading and distribution of automobile batteries for Cars and Trucks

Sabah Building Materials
Trading and distribution of building materials for the construction industry

Sabah Radiators – Aluminium
Manufacturing of Aluminium Radiators and Intercoolers

Sabah Radiator Industries – Copper/Brass
Manufacturing of Copper/Brass Radiators and Radiator Cores